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Swine Flu Pandemic?
What about existential
crisis?
By Alex Kochkin

A number of questions have been raised today about yet another crisis – crisis of NWO
politics, disease, survival fears, and the whole lot… these are not the true crisis. It is a
spiritual and existential crisis. In the Keanu Reeves remake of the movie, “The Day the
Earth Stood Still”, there was a repeated point that “at the precipice” (of crisis and
catastrophe and cataclysm) is when the leap to a new state of awareness and being
occurs. So it was for the “advanced” civilization that set out to save the earth and delete
humanity, so it was suggested that this is how it would be for humanity –once people
stopped everything of the dysfunctional old ways. **
I do not know what the actual trigger will be for the major pandemics, but equal (or
worse) will be the effects of “bad vaccines”. I cannot tell whether those pandemics leading
to high fatalities will be from swine flu or something else. My sense is that not unlike
chemtrail formulas, there will be more than one identifiable major disease and vector.
Perhaps three major ones. There is an energetic behind this, and like water pressure, it
will become expressed somehow. Plug one leak in the dike and two more show up
somewhere else, etc.
As you must know, I would never advocate people to simply assume everything is the
“will of God” and adopt an ignorant, passive stance. However, we have entered a period
of crisis each month, each week, etc. Soon everything will be a crisis. Already the level of
crisis is way beyond the capacity or tolerance of ordinary human life –and the escalation
of natural and human crises is barely underway. So much is the work of the dark forces
on earth and the dark in the higher realms, so much is the work of a human population
that has been engineered to become willing thralls in their own restrictions and
consequential crises.
There really are no ordinary human solutions. Limit disease pandemics, and something
else breaks out. The oceans, land and air out of many considerations are becoming
inimical to ordinary human and other life. It is essential that at least some portion of the
human population be able to distance themselves from the non-stop crisis-reaction cycle
and look at the big picture from a spiritual perspective. That means higher self, not from
some artificial doctrines. Likewise with planetary macro climate change –this is not from
human civilization polluting the air with various substances. Many planets in this solar
system are undergoing similar changes. Unfortunately, some who would like to believe
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they are looking at spiritual solutions, get trapped into thinking rubbish like a financial pie
in the sky or new energy technologies as “solutions”. What would humans do with “free
energy” ? What would humans do with a “financial fix” assuming for a moment if it was
even possible? This is like giving more drugs to an addict. Without the clearing of the toxic
memes that have been inculcated by human and higher dimensional dark forces,
technological and financial “facilities” will only “facilitate” easier perpetuation of what has
been going on for so long. So this all must stop.
To questions concerning the flu pandemic, like in the Baxter/Czech affair, the question is
always what constitutes “accidental” contamination due to the usual arrogance of people
who “worship” the technologies their lives have become wrapped up in –or is it a
deliberate and secret initiative aimed at minimizing civil unrest against a failing world
order and in minimizing potentially troublesome populations as well. Given the outcomes,
does it really matter?
It would be naïve, given all that we know, to not look at these events as part of a larger
effort aimed at “quietly” mitigating potential trouble to the world order preferred by TPTB.
As in the Africa diseases that were traced to bio-war research and eugenics, there were
naïve and well-intentioned young doctors on the private and public medical teams many
years ago. Like any well-planned secret operation, there would be tight
compartmentalization to minimize the numbers of people from knowing all the parts of
the puzzle.
Interesting, is it not, that one of those young well-intentioned doctors gravitated later to
the LSD scene in the 60’s (partly facilitated by the shadow black ops) to later emerge as
the head of the one of the largest Internet companies’ foundation. Is it not interesting that
this company’s origins were not of “humble backyard tinkering”, but were helped by the
shadow black op interests --that continue to enjoy a very close working relationship? And
is it not interesting that the spouses of this company’s founders are influential in genetic
bioengineering? And that at least one of the most influential Silicon Valley venture capital
companies is run by a family that is closely connected to the early eugenics movement
aimed at eliminating undesirable (deemed “inferior”) populations of humans? Interesting,
no? “Birds of feather flocking together” is only the surface, there is a deeper affinity and
deliberation at work here that is beyond the scope of ordinary “muckraking research”.
Are there attempts underway to engineer diseases that are specific to certain genomes?
Yes. This is not in question.
Are there attempts underway to set-up a pervasive, environmental background via
chemtrails and other means to have in place a binary, or more likely trinary population
bio-weapon? Yes. All that would be needed would be a third ingredient that would set-off
the desired effects.
Is there a “deliberate neglect” of human health matters, one aimed at degenerating the
physical and mental health of large populations? Yes, there is. And this has been in play
for decades.
Is mandatory vaccinations part of a ill-conceived effort to help people by those arrogantly
enthralled by technological prowess? Is mandatory vaccination part of a more nefarious
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plan to control everyone? And potentially eliminate portions of the population? Yes to
both. Again, this is not the key point, except that it is enough to give pause to ever
allowing oneself to “get the jab” (of vaccine).
In future viewing, there were very large populations of people who died from “bad
vaccine”. This will likely come in waves. The bio-health of human and other life forms is
already severely compromised. It would not take much. The effects of flooding, drought
and other severe environmental stressors further weakens the 3-d physical body and
facilitates the rise of disease. In Mexico City, very recently millions of residents were
completely without water for days due to severe crisis in public water sources.
The big question has nothing to do with “survival”. Survival for what? Spiritual evolution
is key. Not a low level species-centric survival for its own sake, unless humans are to only
regard themselves as genetic imperatives to breed and die and make monkey mind things
and believe that buying and selling is their a social imperative. (Wasn’t that the Ferengi on
Star Trek?!)
I would suggest that humans are a unique experiment, clothing certain aspects of Creator
to explore the most detailed levels of its densities for the purpose of eventually evolving
into creator-beings. At a higher level much is being choreographed to avoid certain
hazards at the human, planetary, and solar and extra solar level. What is most beneficial
is to engage in healthful life practices with a focus and intent upon the true nature of
existence and higher destiny as spiritual beings. This is our future.
Initially, those who are sympathetic to spiritual evolution and ascension cannot afford to
get drawn into vituperous human conflicts –99% of these conflicts are based upon
present day and very old meme-engineering and there really are no sides to take, even if
well-intentioned. What I suggest for most who are on the ascension path is to cultivate
caring with discernment, --caring with detachment. The detachment is essential, this is
higher level discernment, not of the human monkey mind level. Only then one can
become fully conscious and involved in something of the 3-d plane, yet remain detached
always knowing ones priorities –from a higher level of knowing.
~~~
(**Another point repeated in this movie was that the Earth was not the property or the
domain of humans and that Earth was only one of a handful that had the capacity to
support for such complex life forms... this left room for an attentive viewer to consider the
possibility that Earth was a higher level, more advanced type of creation incubator and
that it was only a temporary home base for a human species in incubation for something
other...)
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